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ABSTRACT
Website categorization is one of the challenging tasks in the world of ever increasing web technologies. There are different way to categorization of web pages using different features and approach. Website contains lot of information like text, images, animation, video and links. So this information is call as features of website. For the website categorization purpose all Feature have most important role. The web has a lot of information in the form of images, video, animation and text etc present in the document. In proposed System uses number of feature of website and use three different classifier for website classification are naive bays classifier, linear classifier-perceptron and stochastic classifier. Here eight major categories of website have been selected for categorization; these are business & economy, job search, and science, education, sports, news & media, government, entertainment. Proposed system gives ranking to website. It will be more helpful for software developer or website designer for evolution of their site using our system so that they can judge that their website belongs to respective category or not.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This technique is for automatic categorization of the website into different classes or categories. Automatic categorization of web pages mostly based on similarity between documents contents or their structures [1][2][3].There are different way to categories webpage using content of webpage like hyperlink , text and meta keyword [4] [8] [14]. A proposed system is to facilitate the user for categorization the website. Website are classify into eight major categories are entertainment, sports, news & media, job search, business & economy, education, government and science. Use the different features of website for categorization. Ranking for given website for respective category so that the user can understand that the content of website or feature of website is belongs to that category or not. It will be more helpful for software developer or website designer for evolution of their site using our system so that they can judge that their website belongs to respective category and looks like. The main objective is to provide efficient way for categorization of website and helps the search engine to more efficiently classify the web pages. It is observed that a user use limited feature for website categorization it get poor result

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Classification plays an important role in many information management and retrieval tasks. Web page Classification can also help improve the quality of Web search [3]. The web is a huge repository of information so there is a need for categorizing web documents and to facilitate the search and retrieval of pages. Existing algorithms mostly use text content of the web pages for classification. The web has a lot of information in the form of images, video, animation and text etc present in the document. [8] WebPages have many feature are buzzword, static &dynamic pages, animation, internal & external Links and Images etc.[9] For text feature needed to analyse the web content and metadata in relation. For text categorization Naive Bayes classifier gives best result but the problem of judging documents because a single word are belonging to one or more categories such as spam or legitimate, sports or politics, etc. [10] Linear classifier that can decide whether an input is related to one class or another. The stochastic classifier is used to define that the given website is how much percent from given category so calculate range and unit of distribution for that range. Stochastic classifier to will test that the score of given website are how much unit are satisfying the respective category.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In proposed System use crawler is use to store website then using Feature Extraction extracts features of website like buzzword, Ratio of internal & External Link, Images, animation, static & dynamic pages specialized keyword etc. Web pages contain many things which is considered as HTML TAG. The all contained in HTML file as tree structured. Tag in HTML file show that specific use and Significance, web pages are nothing but collection of this tags and show result of that as output which call web page which look in the browser thus to use that content for categorization purpose. These contents are: Links, media, static and dynamic pages, images etc..For developing a system for webpage categorization use feature extraction method, where features of website are extracted and analysis are done based on features.Use three different classifier are Naive Bayes classifiers, linear classifier-perceptron and stochastic classifier for website Classification. Website are classify in 8 different categories are entertainment, sports, news & media, job search, business & economy, education, government and science. Ranking for given website for respective category so that the user can understand that the content of website or features of website are belongs to that category or not. It will be more helpful for software developer or website designer for evolution of their site using our system so that they can judge website are belongs to that category or not.

It will be more helpful for software developer or website designer for evolution of their site using our system so that they can judge that their website belongs to respective category and looks like. Stochastic classifier which will gives result for ranking in unit of percentage. The stochastic classifier will use the unit number of features which belongs to respective category and also test that how many percent
that will match. Result of stochastic classifier show that the respective site are belongs to which category and how many percent. The website having higher percentage will have high ranking and website having low percentage will have low rank.

### 3.1 Classifiers

#### 3.1.1 Naive Bayes classifiers

Naive Bayes is best for text categorization but many problems in text classification because one word belong to different category such as spam or legitimate, sports or politics, etc. Naive bayes will test all keywords and its respective category and score of those keywords are considered for classification of website. It will be tested for each keyword.

Word W1 will have category score in numbers like c1, c2,c3…cn.

\[ Y_c = \text{score of } W \]

\[ S_{\text{score of } W} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{if score threshold} \]

If the score of given word for category are above threshold value then that word would be considered from that respective category otherwise it will be neglected. For flexibility purpose to keep threshold variable value which can be changed at runtime so that variable results are measured and accuracy of system will be flexible.

#### 3.1.2 Linear classifier- perceptron

Proposed works have learning with supervision so that used this technique which will be less complex and flexible for testing purpose. The perceptron technique used to decide whether the given website is to be tested against stochastic classifier or not. It is like binary testing of website feature which are in specified range or not. If the website is in according to specific range then it will be forward consider for stochastic classifier testing. Feature extracted from site are stored in database as number of links, media, images and at the learning time summary of that also maintained. So there will be some upper limit and lower limit for each category are available in the form of numbers. At the testing time if website contents are within that limit or above lower limit then it would considered for further test.

\[ \text{If Category L, } \]

\[ U_1 \text{ as upper limit; } \]

\[ L_1 \text{ as Lower limit; } \]

\[ \text{if website L then } \int_{0}^{1} (1 \text{ for relevant and else 0}) \]

The perceptron will give binary result as the given site is relevant with given category or not.

#### 3.1.3 Stochastic classifier

The stochastic classifier is used to define that the given website are how much percent from given category so calculate range and unit of distribution for that range. and maximum distribution is 100% and minimum distribution is 0.01%, by using stochastic classifier to will test that the score of given website are how much unit are satisfying the respective category.

\[ \text{RangeUnit(x)} = \frac{\text{Max} - \text{Min}}{100} \]

In this case Max-Min will be always above zero or positive integer value because to consider that this test will performed after perceptron positive test.

\[ \text{Category Score } = \frac{\text{currentScore(for given parameter) - Min}}{\text{unit(X)}} \times 100 \]

So that it will result category score from 0 to 100, there may chance that there will result in some case above 100 but to will consider that as 100.

---

![Proposed System Architecture](Fig 1: Proposed System Architecture)
3.4 Website Ranking
Ranking for given website for respective category so that the user can understand that the content of website or features of website are belongs to that category or not. It will be more helpful for software developer or website designer for evolution of their site using our system so that they can judge that their website belongs to respective category and looks like. Stochastic classifier which will give result for ranking in unit of percentage. The stochastic classifier will use the unit number of features which belongs to respective category and also test that how many percent that will match. Result of stochastic classifier show that the respective site are belongs to which category and how many percent. The website having higher percentage will have high ranking and website having low percentage will have low rank.

4. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a model for website Ranking Website Ranking will be more helpful for software developer or website designer to judge that their website belongs to respective category. Three different classifier are Naïve Bayes classifiers, linear classifier-perceptron and stochastic classifier use for website Classification. Website are classify in 8 different categories and gives ranking to website. So it helps the search engine to more efficiently classify the web pages.
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